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Abstract
Previous research suggests that a lack of social connections predicts increased addiction-related problems, and
that loss of control mediates this relationship. However, this mediation effect is inconsistent and depends on the
type of addiction. We investigated if the loss of control mediated the relationship between low social connections
and addiction, by integrating different addictive behaviors. Our results demonstrated that experiences of
exclusion from others and rejection from society predicted a higher degree of addiction-related problems
Integrating and analyzing different addictions demonstrate the mediation effect of loss of control over addiction.
These results suggest that the mediation effects of loss of control between low social connection and
addiction-related problems are observed when addictive behaviors are integrated. Our findings can suggest that
the loss of control of addictive behaviors is the necessary factor to predict addiction-related problems by low
social connection.
Keywords: addiction, addiction-related problem, social exclusion, control, mediation effect
1. Introduction
People indulge in different behaviors that result in addiction. We defined behaviors resulting in addiction as
addictive behaviors. It is known that alcohol and drug use is addictive to humans and animals. Recently,
addiction without substance use has also become a problem, and gambling addiction, shopping addiction,
internet addiction, social media addiction, and gaming addiction have been identified and associated with social
problems.
Addiction is defined as a situation in which an originally adaptive behavior no longer fits or benefits an
individual because of repeating the behavior without appropriate self-control (Saito, 1984). “Dependence” is
similar to addiction; the former is defined as a pathological situation of physical and/or psychological
dependence through continuous legal or illegal drug use (Babor, Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro, 2001).
Although some confusion exists between addiction and dependence among Japanese researchers, “dependence”
tends to be used concerning substance use, whereas “addiction” tends to be used in situations not limited to
substance use (Takahashi, Hironaka, & Shimazaki, 2012). We operationally defined addiction as a situation in
which social and/or psychological problems are experienced because of being absorbed in a specific behavior. In
this study, we used “addiction” rather than “dependence” because we did not focus on drug use. At first,
addictive behaviors are adaptive, and most people conduct addictive behaviors without encountering problems
because they maintain control over the behavior. However, continuing the addictive behavior without any control
could result in the loss of benefits to the individual and lead to difficulties in their social life. Moreover, specific
people develop addiction problems because of the lack of control. Addiction related problems might arise
through the mediation of losing control of addictive behaviors. Therefore, loss of control is a crucial factor in
predicting addiction. Identifying factors increasing social problems caused by addictive behaviors and factors
decreasing the control of addictive behaviors could help people maintain addictive behaviors without addiction
problems.
A measure of addiction that can distinguish factors leading to loss of control of addictive behavior from other
problems caused by loss of control, based on the above definition of addiction, would be desirable. A measure of
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addiction that can separate the loss of control factor from other factors should assess addictive behaviors in
general, rather than separately assessing specific addictive behaviors. Studies on behavioral addiction that are not
limited to substance use are at an early stage. Many scales have been developed for assessing individual
addictive behaviors, and some of them specialize in assessing the use of specific drugs. For example, a scale has
been developed to assess and screen addiction to alcohol (Babor, Higgins-Biddle, Saunders, & Monteiro, 2001),
whereas another scale has been developed to assess and screen addiction to drugs other than alcohol (Skinner,
1982). Also, different scales specialize in assessing behaviors unrelated to substance use. For example, each
scale assesses and screens addiction to gambling behavior (Lesieur & Blume, 1987), to eating behavior
(Gearhardt, Corbin, & Brownell, 2016), to smartphone using behavior (Kwon et al., 2013). On the other hand,
only a few general scales can assess any type of addictive behavior. One such scale, developed by Ishida (2010) ,
assesses the degree of addiction to different kinds of behaviors, including hobbies, if addictive behaviors are
controlled. Significantly, Ishida (2010) ’s scale distinguishes factors related to loss of control of addictive
behaviors. In this scale, participants select specific addictive behaviors they usually conduct from multiple
behaviors when responding to this scale. The scale assesses the degree of addiction by separating them into three
factors: “Negative influences on interpersonal relationships and social life,” “Feelings of indispensability,” and
the “Loss of control.” We used Ishida (2010) ’s scale in this study because this study did not focus on addictive
behaviors in general rather than individual addictive behaviors.
Addictive behaviors that are legal and controllable can be adaptive. However, some people cannot control
addictive behaviors, and they develop problems due to losing control of their addictive behavior. Identifying
factors that reduce problem behaviors in people with and without control of their addiction, including variables
that increase addiction and decrease the control of addictive behaviors, could help prevent problems associated
with addiction. Prior research has indicated that poor social connections and social rejection correlate with the
loss of control of addictive behaviors. The lack of social connections that are known to increase the loss of
control related to addictive behaviors, are correlated with addiction severity, as suggested by several studies. For
example, increased loneliness predicts gambling addiction severity (McQuade & Gill, 2012) and higher Internet
gaming disorder diagnostic scores (Sarda, B‘egue, Bry, & Gentile, 2016). Moreover, participants thinking about
the future spent alone selected high-risk choices in a gambling task (Twenge, Catanese, & Baumeister, 2002).
Though focusing on self-destructive behaviors, this suggests that loneliness influences addictive behaviors such
as gambling.
The relationship between lack of social connections and addiction might be explained by Self-regulation, which
is defined as an individual’s capacity to alter their behaviors for conforming with their social group (Baumeister,
DeWall, Ciarocco, & Twenge, 2005). The lack of social connections might increase addiction by decreasing
self-regulation, which might foster and increase addictive behaviors. The study, which did not specifically focus
on addition, nevertheless suggests that stimulating social exclusion by thinking about the future spent alone
decreases self-regulation, which reduces heath promoting behaviors and increases health-harming behaviors.
Among the few studies that have directly focused on addictive behaviors, a study investigated internet addiction
and indicated that loneliness predicts higher addiction and lower self-control, which was mediated by loneliness
(Özdemir, Kuzucu, & Ak, 2014). The other study suggested that loneliness directly predicts gambling addiction
severity, but self-regulation does not mediate the relationship between addiction and self-regulation (McQuade &
Gill, 2012). These studies indicate that the mediation effects of self-regulation on addictive behavior is
inconsistent and depends on the type of addictive behavior. Therefore, we integrated different types of addictive
behaviors and examined if the control of addictive behaviors mediated between the lack of social connections
exemplified by social exclusion and addiction-related problems.
2. Purpose
The purpose of the present study is to consider the hypothesis that though the higher experience of social
exclusion predicts the higher degree of problems about addictive behaviors, the loss of control about addictive
behaviors mediates this prediction. Though previous studies focused on the lack of social connection on the low
connection of other people such as loneliness and social exclusion from others, the low social connection has
another point. Social connection can include the connection between social systems. Thus, the present study
added an indicator of the experience of rejection from social systems. Because previous studies have not focused
on the effect of low social connection of social systems, this studied analyzed and considered the effect of social
exclusion from others and rejection from social systems separately.
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3. Method
3.1 Participants
Participants were Japanese adults (N = 700 350 men and 350 women, mean age 46.62 SD=11.65), who were
registered with Rakuten Insight, Inc., which is an internet research company. Of these, the data of 603
participants (283 men and 320 women, mean age 46.09, SD= 11.52) were analyzed after excluding participants
who had missing values, or who selected “other behaviors” in the addictive behavior option.
3.2 Questionnaires
The participants completed the Addiction Tendency Scale (Ishida, 2010), the Scale of Social Exclusion
Experience, and satisfice detection items.
3.3 Addiction Tendency Scale
This questionnaire, which was developed by Ishida (2010), consists of three factors: “Bad influence on
interpersonal relationships and social life” (ABIOIRSL) consisting of 9 items; “Feelings of indispensability”
(AFOI) consisting of 10 items; “Loss of control” (ALOC) consisting of 12 items. Participants select their
preferred behaviors in everyday life from 12 behaviors: shopping, sex, drinking, smoking, working, eating,
losing weight, surfing the internet, social media use, offline gaming, and online gaming. Responses to this scale
are made on a five-point Likert scale.
3.4 Questionnaire of Socially Excluded Experience
This questionnaire was developed by referring to Yanagisawa, Isobe, & Ura (2010)’s study. The original
questionnaire consisted of a two-factor structure, “Experience of exclusion from others” (EOEFO) consisting of
11 items, and “Experience of acceptance from others” consisting of 6 items. This study included a new factor
named “Experience of rejection from social systems” (EORFSS) consisting of six items to this questionnaire and
developed a new questionnaire. EOEFO and EORFSS were used in the factor analysis and other analyses
because we only focused on the experience of social exclusion. The responses to this questionnaire are made on
a five-point Likert scale.
3.5 Items for Detecting Satisfaction
The item in the Addiction Tendency Scale for assessing satisfaction stated, “You have to answer ‘the leftmost’
choice” which was a satisfice detection item which stated, “You have to answer ‘the rightmost’ choice” in the
tendency scale of experiences of social exclusion. Any responses that did not follow this instruction were
excluded from the analysis.
4. Results
4.1 Factor Analysis
We confirmed the factor structure of the new questionnaire developed by including a new factor named EORFSS
to the scale of Yanagisawa, Isobe, & Ura (2010)’s study. Then we conducted exploratory factor analysis using the
maximum likelihood method and Promax rotation on the 16 items of the scale for assessing social exclusion
experiences. We assumed a three-factor structure based on theoretical perspectives and screen plots. The results
indicated adequate fitness of the factor structures (CFI = .95, RMSEA = .07).
4.2 Basic Statistics
The number of participants that chose each addictive behavior were 68, 10, 59, 15, 45, 49, 147, 11, 102, 44, 21,
21 for shopping, sex, drinking, gambling, smoking, working, eating, losing weight, surfing the internet, social
media using, offline gaming, and online gaming respectively (see Table 1). Basic statistics (mean, SD, alpha
coefficient) of the Addiction Tendency Scale and the Questionnaire of Socially Excluded Experience are shown
in Table 2.
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Table 1. The number of addictive behavior respondents
Addictive Behavior
Drinking
Eating
Gambling
Internet Surfing
Losing Weight
Offline Gaming
Online Gaming
Sexual Behavior
Shopping
Smoking
Social Media Using
Working
Table 2. Basic Statistics about each factor

Respondents
59
147
15
102
11
21
32
10
68
45
44
49

Variable

Mean

SD

raw_alpha

ALOC

2.47

.93

.91

AFOI

2.99

1.07

.92

ABIOIRSL

2.02

.83

.87

EOEFO

1.92

.72

.90

EOROFSS

2.28

.85

.85

4.3 Correlations
We analyzed correlations between each Addiction Tendency Scale factor score and each Questionnaire of
Experiences of Socially Excluded factor score (see Table3).
Table 3. Correlations of each factor
1

2

3

4

1.ALOC
2.ABIOIRSL

.71**

3.AFOI

.59**

.44**

4.EOEFO

.36**

.48**

.16**

5.EORFSS

.37**

.37**

.19**

.57**

* p<.05, * * p<.01
4.4 Mediation Analysis
The mediation analysis is shown in Figure 1. The squares in Figure 1 represent the observation variable.
Moreover, each “EOSE” variable represents a single factor in the Experience of Socially Excluded Scale,
EOEFO (Experience of Exclusion from Others), or EORFSS (Experience of Rejection from Social Systems).
The a, b, c, d, and e paths respectively represent the direct effect from EOSE to ABIOIRSL, the direct effect
from EOSE to AFOI, the direct effect from EOSE to ALOC, the direct effect from ALOC to ABIORSL, and the
direct effect ALOC to AFOI. The indirect effect from EOSE to ABIOIRSL, the indirect effect from EOSE to
AFOI, the total effect from EOSE to ABIOIRSL, and the total effect from EOSE to AFOI can be expressed as
follows: (1), (2), (3), and (4).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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Figure 1
The fit value of the model, including the Chi-square value (p-value), CFI, and RMSEA of EOEFO as EOSE were
respectively 2.02 (.16), 1.00 , and .04 , and the fit value of the model, including the Chi-square value (p-value),
CFI, and RMSEA of EORFSS as EOSE were .81 (.37), 1.00 , and .00 respectively.
Tables 4 and 5 show the estimated standardized coefficients of each path, the p-value of the path, and the upper
and lower confidence interval values of each model. The result of the mediation analysis indicated partial
mediation effects of ALOC on ABIOIRSL for EOEFO (.22) and EORFSS (.25), whereas there was a full
mediation effect of ALOC on AFOI for EOEFO (.22) and EORFSS (.23).
Table 4. The model of EOEFO as EOSE
path

the effect of path

estimated standardized
regression coefficient

a

Direct Effect from EOEFO to ABIOIRSL

.25

b

Direct Effect from EOEFO to AFOI

-.06

c

Effect from EOEFO to ALOC

.36

d

Effect from ALOC to ABIOIRSL

e

ci.lower

ci.upper

.20

.31

-.13

.01

**

.29

.43

.62

**

.57

.67

Effect from ALOC to AFOI

.62

**

.56

.67

cd

Indirect Effect to ABIOIRSL

.22

**

.18

.27

a+cd

Total Effect to ABIOIRSL

.48

**

.42

.53

ce

Indirect Effect to AFOI

.22

**

.18

.27

b+ce

Total Effect to AFOI

.16

**

.08

.24

ci.lower

ci.upper

.06

.18

-.10

.03

**

* p<.05, * * p<.01
Table 5. The model of EORFSS as EOSE
path

the effect of path

estimated standardized
regression coefficient

a

Direct Effect from EORFSS to ABIOIRSL

.12

b

Direct Effect from EORFSS to AFOI

-.03

c

Effect from EORFSS to ALOC

.37

**

.31

.44

d

Effect from ALOC to ABIOIRSL

.67

**

.62

.71

e

Effect from ALOC to AFOI

.61

**

.55

.66

cd

Indirect Effect to ABIOIRSL

.25

**

.20

.30

a+cd

Total Effect to ABIOIRSL

.37

**

.30

.43

ce

Indirect Effect to AFOI

.23

**

.18

.27

b+ce

Total Effect to AFOI

.19

**

.11

.27

* p<.05, * * p<.01
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5. Discussion
Our results demonstrated that the control of addictive behaviors mediates the effects of social exclusion to
addiction-related problems.
The mediation effects of control of addictive behaviors are confirmed between the experience of rejection from
social systems and addiction-related problems, and between the experience of social exclusion from others and
addiction-related problems. This finding may imply that the effect of the experience of rejection from social
systems on addiction-related problems is equivalent to the effect of the experience of social exclusion from
others even through the mediation effect of control. From some previous studies (Cole, Logan, & Walker, 2011;
March, Oviedo-Joekes, & Romero, 2006), it is assumed that the experience of social exclusion that influences
addiction includes not only the exclusion received from others, but also the experience of being rejected from the
social systems.
Though the mediating effects of control of addictive behaviors are observed, control of addictive behaviors had
the full mediation effect from the social excluded experience to the “feelings of indispensability” factor of
addiction-related problems, in contrast, control of addictive behaviors had the partial mediation effect from the
social excluded experience to the “bad influence of interpersonal relationships and social life” factor of
addiction-related problems. This difference in mediation effects of social exclusion experience on different
addiction problems might be explained by the correlation between each addiction problem and low social
connections. The “feelings of indispensability” factor in the Addiction Tendency Scale is an independent concept
from low social connections. Therefore, the direct effect of each exclusion experience from others and rejection
from the social system on feelings of addictive behaviors’ indispensability might have disappeared because of
the mediation effect of loss of control. On the other hand, the “bad influence of interpersonal relationships and
social life” factor in Addiction Tendency Scale was not an independent concept from low social connections.
Therefore, the direct effects of each exclusion experience from others and rejection from social systems on
negative influence on interpersonal relationships and social life by addictive behaviors might have remained
after the mediation effect of loss of control.
The present study had a limitation. This study was a cross-sectional questionnaire study, which was not designed
to investigate temporal causality. Nevertheless, this study suggested a mediation relationship. It is necessary for
future studies to investigate the temporal causality through experimental studies.
The present study was the first study to integrate many different addictive behaviors. The results suggest that the
social exclusion experience predicts more problems related to addictive behaviors, and loss of control of
addictive behaviors mediates this relationship. These findings are useful for future researchers examining factors
that increase the loss of control of addictive behaviors. It is expected that such studies would help prevent
addiction-related problems.
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